A new suppressor design for low noise performance with carbonate eluents for Ion Chromatography.
Carbonate and bicarbonate based eluents have been applied for ion analysis from the inception of ion chromatography. The product of suppression with carbonate and/or bicarbonate eluent is carbonic acid which is weakly dissociated and tends to outgas. While the act of suppression enhanced the signal for fully dissociated ions and lowered the background to a weakly dissociated level, the overall noise performance, however, varied depending on the suppression mechanism. Chemical suppression with a membrane suppressor yielded low noise performance with carbonate and/or bicarbonate eluents. Electrolytic suppression, on the other hand, resulted in a relatively higher noise with carbonate based eluents when compared to chemical suppression. In this work, we investigated the root cause of noise with electrolytic suppressors and carbonate based eluents. Further, a new electrolytic suppressor design based on a three-electrode design is discussed in this paper and provided low noise performance with carbonate and/or bicarbonate eluents.